
 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Genetics Integration 
A guide to integrate genetics and genomics data into EHRs 
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Executive Summary 
According to the American Association of Medical Colleges, there are over 120 specialties 

and subspecialties currently being practiced within the healthcare space and you can bet 

that each of those specialties' data needs can be fairly nuanced. Some specialties, such as 

preventative or family medicine have fairly straightforward data needs that are well 

documented and handled by our data models as they exist (as well as discreetly filed within 

many EHR systems). Other specialties, such as cardiology, genomics, and ENT (Ear, Nose, 

and Throat), could have much more nuanced data needs that will require a thorough 

understanding of how to leverage the Redox data models to facilitate the appropriate 

exchange of data between applications and EHRs.  

Organizations are increasingly cognizant of the value of data housed within their health IT 

systems and how those systems can be leveraged to hold new data. With the popularity of 

buzzwords such as predictive modeling, machine learning, and population genetics within 

the industry, the human genome and its clinical makeup are front and center as a huge 

opportunity previously left untapped.  Analyzing the human genome to predict health risks, 

while still in its infancy, is already having drastic effects on patient health outcomes. 

This whitepaper will outline the different ways Redox data models can be leveraged to 

accomplish genomic related data exchange between applications and health systems. The 

identified workflows in this documentation are representative of the solutions currently 

being leveraged by applications and health systems on the Redox network, not an 

all-encompassing guide outlining the limitations or full breadth of functionality the data 

models persist. 

 

Genetics Workflow 
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Enrollment 

Patient enrollment is a powerful concept to know and understand when architecting your 

integrations with an EHR. Deciding how and when the right patients are added to your 

system can lead to better workflows and higher usability. 

With Genetics workflows, the process usually starts with a physician identifying the need for 

genetic testing and placing an order. Redox uses the Orders data model to notify your 

third-party application that there is a new Order for genetic testing that needs attention.  

Redox can filter the messages to ensure only the relevant subset of orders are delivered. 

Common filters are based on the type of order and the department, location or provider, but 

filters can be built on almost any discrete data point available in the body of the message. 

Supplementation 

After enrollment, if there are any updates or cancelations for the original order, your 

application will receive these via the Update or Cancel events on the Orders data model. All 

messages for the same order will share the same Order ID.  

If additional clinical summary information is needed once a patient has been enrolled, the 

ClinicalSummary data model can be used to obtain information such as medications, 

allergies, and problems through either a query (via ClinicalSummary.PatientQuery) or 

event-based model (ClinicalSummary.PatientPush or ClinicalSummary.VisitPush). 

You may also wish to receive patient updates via the PatientAdmin data model. These 

would be sent  via PatientAdmin.PatientUpdate and would provide additional demographics 

not present on the Orders Data Model. This can be especially valuable in the event that a 

patient your application cares about is identified as a duplicate and merged. 

Writeback 

Once your application has completed its work by resulting an order or updating results, 

information can be returned to the EHR through Redox’s Results data model. See the details 

below for information about specific fields and data point considerations. 
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https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/Order.html
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/Order.html#Update
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/Order.html#Cancel
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/ClinicalSummary.html
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/ClinicalSummary.html#PatientQuery
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/ClinicalSummary.html#PatientPush
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/ClinicalSummary.html#VisitPush
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/PatientAdmin.html
https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/Results.html


 

If your application is also generating charges, you may wish to send that information into 

the EHR via Redox’s Financial data model.  

 

Data Point Considerations 
Codified Result Data  

General results data within Redox is accommodated through the 

Orders[].Results[].Value field within the Orders model. The value type of a given 

result varies, but generally it is a string.  

Genetics results rely upon codified result data, where the value sent is encoded using an 

internationally, nationally, or locally standardized codeset. In order to better facilitate that, 

we offer the Orders[].Results[].Value (Coded Entry)extension to allow you the 

ability to better define the code system in use. 
{ 

   "url": "https://api.redoxengine.com/extensions/value-codedentry", 

   "coding": { 

      "system": "Local", 

      "code": "POS", 

      "display": "Positive" 

   } 

} 

Related Group ID 

In genomic testing scenarios, it's common for a test to include several gene variants. 

Instead of sending an individual message for each variant, we use the  RelatedGroupID to 

structure the message content by grouping associated results under a RelatedGroupID. 

When we translate our JSON to HL7, the RelatedGroupID will send in OBX-4 as a "SubID" in 

Orders[].Results[].RelatedGroupID. 
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https://developer.redoxengine.com/data-models/Financial.html#Transaction


 

Sample Messages 
Results 
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Conclusion 
Genetics and genomics information is an area of growth for many healthcare organizations 

as decreases in the cost of testing and advances in artificial intelligence, analytics, and 

precision medicine all help enable clinicians. Unlocking the value and power in that discrete 

data is a necessary first step. Correspondingly, a strong integration strategy for genetics 

information can allow applications to scale more quickly and with less overhead. Redox 

offers a variety of ways for your application to obtain, utilize, and create this specialized 

information.  

In general, the Redox platform can accelerate the development and distribution of 

healthcare technology with a full-service integration platform to securely and efficiently 

exchange different data sets, such as genetic data. Healthcare organizations and 

technology vendors connect once and authorize the data they send and receive across the 

most extensive interoperable network in healthcare. Redox exists to make healthcare data 

useful and every patient experience a little bit better and helping to facilitate patient identity 

is just one of the ways we do that. 

Review Developer Documentation about patient information and start building 

applications that seamlessly integrate with any EHR. 

Contact our Solutions Team for any additional information. 
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http://developer.redoxengine.com/questions-and-answers/understanding-redox-patientadmin-data-model/
https://www.redoxengine.com/contact-us/

